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How do you add a background image to an iPhone application Hey I am doing an iPhone application and I want to put a background image on
it. How can I do that? I have the image so I have to have a way to somehow send it over to the application, then somehow make it look like
that in the application. Let me start from the beginning. I am a beginner. I create the application "Buster". I open the package. I drag and

drop a UIImageView control onto the storyboard. I called it "imageView". I double click the "imageView" control. In the "Identifier" box I name
it "image". In the "Value" I type "image.png". I Build and Run the application. The "imageView" control works just fine. Now I want to send an

image (image.png) to the "imageView" control as a background image. How can I do that? Also, what is a good way to upload the image
(image.png) to the application's resources and have it displayed on the "imageView" control as a background image? (The reason I ask this is

because I am new to doing these kinds of things on a iPhone. I am learning by experimentation.) It is easy to do, just look for an image in
your project with the name you want, you can drag and drop it into the imageView. To say that is hard, then you really don't know what you

are doing. Even a beginner should know that. In the future, if you want to learn anything, first read the manual, then read a tutorial. Until
then, say what you learn when you don't know, and then we will teach you. I just left out that question because I don't want to leave out too

much information. There is a big difference between basic usage of the API, and API knowledge that leads to power. If you are trying to get to
power, then you need to stop being curious about how to do things, and learn how to google "how to do [task]" and have the API do it for

you. If you are just curious about how to do things, please do some training to get an understanding of the API. That is the magic that makes
an API what it is. If
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